BEAUMONDE ORIGINALS
PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEOGRAPHY / DESIGN

Al and Cat are an award-winning husband and

wife team based out of Philadelphia, PA. Together
with a quality team of artists, they create photo

and video work for corporate / commercial clients,
travel photography/videography and capture
weddings, portraiture and events.

At BeauMonde Originals we seek unorthodox and
unique ways to tell the story of YOUR business,
event, wedding or YOUR brand and website.
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cathie@beaumondeoriginals.com
3128 N 35th St, Philadelphia, PA 19132
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www.beaumondeoriginals.com
(215) 435-1418

AWARDS
Foodelia - International Food
Photography Award
WedAward - International Wedding
Photography Award
Fearless Photographer Award - The
Best Wedding Photography in the
world
The Knot Hall of Fame for 4+
consecutive years of awards

PUBLICATIONS
5 issues of Spoonful Magazine,
including 3 cover features
Huffington Post + Buzzfeed numerous
times
Various blog posts in the US and UK

SPECIALTIES
Photography & Video Production:
• Travel • Commercial • Portrait
• Product • Food • Events
• Wedding & Engagements

Photography used in 2 published books
Featured on Instyle.com
The Travel Hub

+ many more

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Experimental content builders
• Creating social media content
for businesses, brands & events
• Web Design. • Blogging

CERTIFICATIONS
FAA Licensed Drone Pilot

NOTABLE CLIENTS
Ama Waterways || Sharpe Travel || Philadelphia Zoo || Live Nation ||
British Vogue || American Bar Association || Birchtree Catering ||
Independence Business Alliance || Comcast || Einstein Healthcare Network

Client Feature: Tiny Room For Elephnants
Objective:
Create social media content to help increase social media presence.
Viewers can live or relive the experience through our eyes. The goal is
remembrance - viewers will not want to miss this annual event next year
BeauMonde Originals captured every aspect of the month-long creative process of
TRFE at the Cherry Street Pier. From the artist meet and greets, to the building of the
art space, to the 3 day festival - BMO captured thousands of images and a number of
promotional videos for the festival. With this promotion effort over 10,000 people
attended this groundbreaking event.
BMO is also working with Philadelphia Weekly on their honor box project where artist
from TRFE was sponsored to refurbish these boxes and turn the boxes themselves into
original works of art.

Why BeauMonde Originals is different
Always go way beyond that extra mile
We come to the table to solve every challenge in a unique way. Since we are
adventurous, this might mean that we’ll fly a drone to get unique footage for your
organization’s brand video; hang from a rafter at your wedding to capture all those
important moments; or scale a mountainside to get the best shot possible at any
location around the globe. Think of us as an extension of your team and family.
People come first (the rest will follow)
We believe in people over profit always. We will take the time to understand your
unique story – whether it be for a product you’re trying to sell, a partner you’re about to
marry, or a journey you are about to embark on. Our people are a part of our extended
family. We ensure that every project is treated with love and care whether it’s for a
special life moment or an important initiative for your organization or business. We
treat every project as the start of a long-lasting relationship.
Embrace your inner artist
We are artists who love to create and let our imaginations run wild, which is why we
got into the video, photography, custom web design and storytelling business to begin
with. We invite others to embrace their inner artist as we collaborate together to find
new ways to bring your story to life. We ask that our partners share their aspirations,
thoughts, and challenges so that we can work relentlessly to ensure the work we do
delivers on your needs, first and foremost.
Fight for what’s right
We have a strong moral compass that guides how we treat everyone that we work
with. We’re here to passionately advocate and support your passion or mission. From
carefully navigating relationships for you at your wedding so that you get what you
want out your day (not what your mother-in-law wants); to ensuring your brand story
shines through and doesn’t get muddled with conflicting organization goals or
messages. We also give back to causes and organizations that we are passionate about
through monetary donations (and often matching our clients donation to causes
important to them) as well as discounted and in kind partnerships. We fight for matters
that are important.

